
High Achiever Awards – Summer Term 2021 
 

As many of you are aware throughout the year, every half term, each faculty is asked to nominate one student from 
each year group to receive a prestigious High Achiever Award based on the student’s work, effort, attitude and 
achievements made throughout the previous half term.  
 

Each student who receives a High Achiever Award will have their name published in the weekly newsletter, and a copy 
of their certificate displayed on High Achiever noticeboards which are placed in prominent places around the school 
site. They will also will receive a letter of recognition from the school and their certificate is posted home to their 
parents. 
 

I am delighted that the following students all received a High Achiever Award for their work during the first half of the 
summer term. We congratulate them all for their recent success and wish them every success as they continue their 
learning journey at BMS.  
 

COMPUTING  
 

Joshua Patel  10O Great work ethic in order to complete his project plan and kiosk for Wembley Stadium,  
well done!  

Dillen Thavakumar 11S Completing tasks above the requirement and handing in work to an excellent standard,  
regularly  

Ibrahim Murtaza 12E Handing in excellent work regularly, excellent participation in class and very good work  
on the final project  

Callum Syer  13O Having a brilliant work ethic in order to make sure that enough evidence was provided  
for the Teacher Assessed Grade 

 

DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY     
 

James Oliveira  7S Always being helpful, and listening carefully to instructions 
Charlotte Pullen  8A Her excellent attitude towards D&T, consistently producing high quality work  
Isabella Smith   9O Consistently able to answer higher level questions during class discussions  
Holly Harris   10A  Consistently producing excellent quality work and showing independence throughout  

her project work  
Rebecca Enevoldson 11B Working so hard to complete assessments and maintaining a positive attitude  
Bonnie Lyall   12 E Demonstrating an excellent work ethic across all areas of D&T, strengthening skill and  

knowledge   
Kai Shah  13M His continued determination and self-motivation to complete the course to the best of  

his ability 
 

ENGLISH  
 

Briana Ciuhureanu 7W A wonderful start to English at BMS. She is enthusiastic, always works to the best of her  
ability and is a pleasure to teach. She should be really proud of her progress this year 

Chloe Rutter  8S Producing a piece of academic writing which was described by another teacher as 'GCSE  
quality' - super!  

Raahim Mushtaq 9S Working incredibly hard this term. His creative writing, especially his ability to create  
metaphors, is outstanding. He should be very proud of the progress he has made. 

Lleyton Fiordelisi 10A Working extremely hard, always looking to do his best and improve his work  
Khushi Aggarwal 11W Being quiet and understated yet diligent and incredibly hardworking and for making  

superb progress with analytical skills and risk taking  
Lauren Coleman 12A Always having a positive attitude and contributing to class discussion with insight 
Sam Bilson  13A His focused and consistent approach to the whole course, makes him a role model to  

aspiring 6th form students 

      
HUMANITIES  
 

Chloe Limb  7W Consistent hard work, independent learning, high engagement and producing excellent  
work during live lessons in history and geography  

Alfie Fish  8W Having an excellent and consistent attitude to learning in RE  
Jake Sims  9B Working to a high standard in geography and completing the work to an exceptional  

standard 



Sameen Ghumman 10B Always giving of her best and being content with nothing less than perfection in history 
Harry Pavlou   11E Consistently producing an excellent standard of work and participating actively in live  

lessons in geography 
Gabriela Zhelyazkova 12A Going above and beyond in history to complete bonus essays and self-assess using the  

mark scheme  
Niven Summers  13E Completing all work to the highest of standards and handing it in on google classroom in  

geography 
 

LEARNING SUPPORT 
 

Grace Holmes  7A Showing such resilience at all times and being such an asset to the Learning Support  
Faculty 

Archibald Atkins 8A Being so enthusiastic and volunteering during Year 6 transition, and being an excellent  
role model for our new students 

Harvey Wickham 9B Having such a positive attitude and gaining so much more independence in his lessons 
Ishmael Perera  10S Always having a positive attitude in school, and working hard to achieve his best 
   

MATHS  
 

Bella-May Pack  7M Demonstrating true resilience and continuing to put 100% effort into her learning 
Emily Smyth  8B Always completing set work in class and online with a consistently high attitude to  

learning  
Frankie Abbott  9B Working exceptionally hard this term and showing diligence in his work  
Anushkaa Sureshkumar 10E Completing work to the best of her ability, both in class and in home learning 
Avinash Laguthasan 11W Consistent diligence throughout the year and showing determination when working  

towards his GCSE 
Divija Nithiananthan 12W Showing diligence and determination in completing all home learning to every deadline  

set 
Lucy Sullivan  13A Showing diligence in her work, completing class work and home learning to an excellent  

standard 

     
MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES  
 

Larna Vance  7O Her fabulous progress in subject knowledge and attitude to learning towards Spanish, as  
well as for the hard work and independent effort  

Sienna Parmar  8S Excellent participation, AtL, well-presented work and high-quality learning  
Darius Oprea  9E Excellent attitude to learning and high-quality work  
Maria Popa  10A Outstanding progress in Spanish writing and speaking  
Cian Lynch  11E Commitment to Spanish and making progress through independent learning  
Lily Adams  12B Maximising progress in Spanish speaking and essay writing through independent  

learning 
Khushali Pabari  13O Her continued focus and dedication to French, always striving to improve her grade 

 

 
PE AND HEALTH  
 

Sophie Wells  7W Outstanding effort and attitude in lessons and extra-curricular sports clubs  
Jed Wright  8O Outstanding attitude and effort in all activities and extra-curricular clubs. Well done.  
Chaniyah Charles 9B Excellent performances in the athletics module 
Max Booth  10A Having a really positive level of effort and attainment on the Sports Studies course 
Sophie Parkhouse 11B Consistently applying her skills with professionalism and maturity. A true sporting role  

model 
Chloe Wright  12B Showing a positive attitude to learning and a desire to do well on the CTECH Sports  
course   
         

PERFORMING AND VISUAL ARTS  
 

Michael Boother 7S Being brave enough to sing and perform his work to the class during every single music 
Dominguez   lesson 
Maddie Cozens  8A Demonstrating excellent leadership skills in drama 



Evan Luxton  9B A brilliant attitude in music 
Roxanna Ashley  10O Excellent work and design ideas in GCSE Art 
Farah Maddocks 11B Overcoming her fear of performing a solo and in front of an audience 
Betty-Louise Coste 12B Working so enthusiastically in A-level graphics 
Jessica Wood  13B Her outstanding campaign video for Graphics coursework 

 
SCIENCE  
 

Tyrese James  7A Completing all work to the best of his ability and giving excellent answers to questions  
in lessons 

Tanzil Chowdhury 8A Completing the extension tasks, contributing nicely to lessons, highly motivated and  
focused  

Milla Acornley  9W Greatly improving her consistency throughout the year, now working at a level above  
Set 3 

Anton Brown  10O Fantastic engagement in class and always striving to achieve his best 
Lucie Kirby  11O Working hard to improve her understanding in Physics. It has been a pleasure to see her  

grow in confidence 
Deepa Patel  12W Excellent focus in lessons and consistently exceptional dedication to her learning 
Vanshita Mishra 13A Amazing dedication to and performance in Chemistry. Really well done! 
 

SOCIAL SCIENCES            
 

Lleyton Fiordelisi 10A Consistently demonstrating a positive work ethic in the completion of all his work in  
business studies 

Keera Jadva  11E Always producing exemplary work and therefore showing a great understanding of  
Economics in preparation for her end of year assessments 

Arasan Premsankar 12B Consistent commitment and good progress in Government and Politics 
Nicole Redmond 13W Consistent effort across the law course and progress in essay writing style and  

achievement   

 
STEM 
 

Selim Bircan  7E Coming first place in Year 7 in the Mathletics competition 
Jude Baker  8S His excellent attitude towards D&T and STEM Club, consistently producing high quality  

work 
Teyim Alsaedi  9A An awesome determination and focus on any task he is challenged with 
Kyal Vadodaria  10S Responding so well to set-backs and difficult challenges with his work 
Yehen Singankutta 11B Exceptional achievement in UKMT challenges resulting in selection for a prestigious 
Arichchilage    UKMT course 
Natalia Magkafouraki 12B Showing diligence in Maths lessons, both in class and in home learning 
Lakshaa Srishankar 13S Excelling in preparation for university interviews for Pharmacy 
 


